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Available online 30 June 2016Scenario discovery is amodel-based approach to scenario development under deep uncertainty. Scenario discov-
ery relies on the use of statistical machine learning algorithms. Themost frequently used algorithm is the Patient
Rule InductionMethod (PRIM). This algorithm identiﬁes regions in an uncertainmodel input space that are high-
ly predictive of model outcomes that are of interest. To identify these regions, PRIM uses a hill-climbing optimi-
zation procedure. This suggests that PRIM can suffer from the usual defects of hill climbing optimization
algorithms, including local optima, plateaus, and ridges and valleys. In case of PRIM, these problems are even
more pronounced when dealing with heterogeneously typed data. Drawing inspiration from machine learning
research on random forests, we present an improved version of PRIM. This improved version is based on the
idea of performing multiple PRIM analyses based on randomly selected features and combining these results
using a bagging technique. The efﬁcacy of the approach is demonstrated using three cases. Each of the cases
has been published before and used PRIM. We compare the results found using PRIM with the results found
using the improved version of PRIM. We ﬁnd that the improved version is more robust to new data, can better
cope with heterogeneously typed data, and is less prone to overﬁtting.
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).Keywords:
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Deep uncertainty1. Introduction
Scenario discovery (Bryant and Lempert, 2010) is an approach for
addressing the challenges of characterizing and communicating deep
uncertainty associated with simulation models (Dalal et al., 2013).
Deep uncertainty is encountered when the different parties to a
decision do not know or cannot agree on the systemmodel that relates
actions to consequences, the exogenous inputs to the system model
(Lempert et al., 2003). Decision problems under deep uncertainty
often involve decisions that are made over time in dynamic interaction
with the system (Hallegatte et al., 2012). When confronted by deep un-
certainty, it is possible to enumerate the possibilities (e.g. sets of model
inputs, alternative relationships inside a model), without ranking these
possibilities in terms of perceived likelihood or assigningprobabilities to
them (Kwakkel et al., 2010). Scenario discovery addresses the challenge
posed by deep uncertainty by exploring the consequences of the various
deep uncertainties associated with a simulation model through
conducting a series of computational experiments (Bankes et al.,
2013). The resulting data set is subsequently analyzed using statistical
machine learning algorithms in order to identify regions in the uncer-
tainty space that are of interest (Bryant and Lempert, 2010, Kwakkel
et al., 2013). These identiﬁed regions, which are typically characterized
by only a small subset of the deeply uncertain factors, can subsequently. This is an open access article underbe communicated to the actors involved in the decision problem. Pre-
liminary experiments with real world decisionmakers suggest that sce-
nario discovery results are decision relevant and easier to interpret for
decision makers than probabilistic ways of conveying the same
information (Parker et al., 2015).
Currently, the main statistical rule induction algorithm used for
scenario discovery is the Patient Rule Induction Method (PRIM)
(Friedman and Fisher, 1999). PRIM can be used for data analytic
questions, where the analyst tries to ﬁnd combinations of values for
input variables that result in similar characteristic values for the out-
come variables. Speciﬁcally, PRIM identiﬁes one or more of hyper rect-
angular subspaces of the model input space within which the values
of a single output variable are considerably different from its average
values over the entiremodel input space. These subspaces are described
as hyper-rectangular boxes of the model input space. To identify these
boxes, PRIM uses a non-greedy, or patient, and hill climbing optimiza-
tion procedure.
There are two key concernswhen using PRIM for scenario discovery.
The ﬁrst concern is the interpretability of the results. Ideally the
subspaces identiﬁed through PRIM should be composed of only a
small subset of the uncertainties considered. If the number of uncer-
tainties that jointly deﬁne the subspace is too large, interpretation of
the results becomes challenging for the analyst (Bryant and Lempert,
2010). But, perhaps even more importantly, communicating such re-
sults to the stakeholders involved in the process becomes substantially
more challenging (Parker et al., 2015). The second concern is that the
uncertainties in the subset should be signiﬁcant. That is, PRIM shouldthe CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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truly predictive for the characteristic values of the outcome variable.
This concern is particularly important given that PRIM uses a lenient
hill climbing optimization procedure for ﬁnding the subspaces. As
such, PRIM suffers from the usual defects associated with hill climbing.
The main defect is that hill climbing can only ﬁnd a local optimum.
Moreover, PRIM can get stuck on a plateau where the performance
does not change resulting in an early stop of the optimization. PRIM
can also get stuck by ridges and valleys which prevent the hill climbing
algorithm from further improving the performance. Together, these de-
fects imply that theremight exist boxes that offer a better description of
the data, but which cannot be found by the hill climbing optimization
algorithm.
In current scenario discovery practice, the interpretability concern is
addressed primarily by performing PRIM in an interactive manner. By
keeping track of the route followed by the lenient hill climbing optimi-
zation procedure used in PRIM, the so-called peeling trajectory, a man-
ual inspection can reveal how the number of uncertainties that deﬁne
the subspace varies as a function of density (precision) and coverage
(recall). This allows for making a judgment call by the analyst balancing
interpretability, coverage, and density. To avoid the inclusion of spuri-
ous uncertainties in the subset, Bryant and Lempert (2010) propose a
resampling procedure and a quasi-p-values test. This resampling test
assesses how often essentially the same subspace is found by running
PRIM on randomly selected subsets of the data. The quasi-p-value test,
essentially a one sided binomial test, is an estimate of the likelihood
that a given uncertainty is included in the deﬁnition of the subspace
purely by chance.
In this paper, we investigate an alternative approach that addresses
the interpretability concern and the signiﬁcance concern simultaneous-
ly. This alternative approach is inspired by the extensive work that has
been done with Classiﬁcation and Regression Trees (CART) (Breiman
et al., 1984) and related classiﬁcation tree algorithms. The basic idea
behind this alternative is to perform multiple runs of the PRIM
algorithm based on randomly selected features (Breiman, 2001) and
combining these results using a bagging technique (Breiman, 1996).
The resulting algorithm is known as random forest (Breiman, 2001).
The idea of random feature selection is that all the data is used, but
rather than including all uncertainties as candidate dimensions, only a
randomly selected subset is used. So, instead of repeatedly running
PRIM on randomly selected data as currently done in the resampling
procedure suggested by Bryant and Lempert (2010), this random
feature selection procedure randomly selects the uncertainties instead.
Bagging is an established approach in machine learning for combining
multiple versions of a predictor into an aggregate predictor (Breiman,
1996). The expectation is that this random boxes approach will outper-
form normal PRIM, analogous to how a random forest outperforms a
single classiﬁcation tree.
To demonstrate the proposed approach and assess its efﬁcacy
compared to the normal use of PRIM in the context of scenario
discovery, we apply it to three cases. In particular, we apply it to
the same data as used in the paper of Bryant and Lempert (2010) in
which Scenario Discovery was ﬁrst proposed, the case study of
Rozenberg et al. (2013), and the case used by Hamarat et al.
(2014). The ﬁrst case covers continuous uncertain factors, the
second case covers discrete uncertain factors, and the third case
has continuous, discrete, and categorical uncertain factors. This
allows for a comparison between the original algorithm and the
proposed approach across cases with differently typed uncertain
factors.
The remainder of this paper is structured accordingly. In Section 2,
we preset a review of the scenario discovery literature. In Section 3,
we outline the method in more detail. More speciﬁcally, we introduce
PRIM in Section 3.1, random forests in Section 3.2, and the combined ap-
proach in Section 3.3. Section 4 contains the results. We discuss the re-
sults in Section 5. Section 6 contains the conclusions.2. Prior research
Scenario discovery was ﬁrst put forward by Bryant and Lempert
(2010). Their work builds on earlier work on the use of PRIM and
CART in the context of Robust Decision Making (Lempert et al., 2006;
Groves and Lempert, 2007, Lempert et al., 2008). Scenario discovery
forms the analytical core of Robust Decision Making (Walker et al.,
2013). Many examples of the use of scenario discovery in the context
of Robust Decision Making can be found in the literature (Lempert
et al., 2006; Lempert and Collins, 2007, Dalal et al., 2013; Hamarat
et al., 2013; Matrosov et al., 2013a, 2013b; Auping et al., 2015; Eker
and van Daalen, 2015). Robust Decision Making aims at supporting
the design of policies that perform satisfactory across a very large en-
semble of future states of the world. In this context, scenario discovery
is used to identify the combination of uncertainties under which a can-
didate policy performs poorly, allowing for their iterative improvement.
The use of scenario discovery for Robust Decision Making suggests that
it could also be used in other planning approaches that design plans
based on an analysis of the conditions under which a plan fails to
meet its goals (Walker et al., 2013). Specially, Kwakkel et al. (2015)
and Kwakkel et al. (2016) suggest that the vulnerabilities identiﬁed
through scenario discovery can be understood as a multi-dimensional
generalization of adaptation tipping points (Kwadijk et al., 2010),
which are a core concept in the literature on dynamic adaptive policy
pathways (Haasnoot et al., 2013).
Increasingly, scenario discovery is usedmore general as a bottomup
model-based approach to scenario development. (Gerst et al., 2013;
Kwakkel et al., 2013; Rozenberg et al., 2013; Halim et al., 2015;
Greeven et al., 2016). There exists a plethora of scenario deﬁnitions, ty-
pologies, and methodologies (Bradﬁeld et al., 2005; Börjeson et al.,
2006). Broadly, three schools can be distinguished: the La Prospective
school developed in France; the Probabilistic Modiﬁed Trends school
originating at RAND; and the intuitive logic school typically associated
with thework of Shell (Bradﬁeld et al., 2005; Amer et al., 2013). Scenar-
io discovery can be understood as a model-based approach to scenario
development belonging to the intuitive logic school (Bryant and
Lempert, 2010).
Scenario discovery aims to address several shortcomings of other
scenario approaches. First, the available literature on evaluating
scenario studies has found that scenario development is difﬁcult if the
involved actors have diverging interests and worldviews (van ‘t
Klooster and van Asselt, 2006, European Environmental Agency, 2009,
Bryant and Lempert, 2010). Rather than trying to achieve consensus,
facilitate a process of joint sense-making to resolve the differences
between worldviews, or arbitrarily imposing one particular worldview,
scenario discovery aims at making transparent which uncertain factors
actually make a difference for the decision problem at hand. An
illustration of this is offered by Kwakkel et al. (2013) who capture two
distinctmentalmodels of how copper demands emerges in two distinct
System Dynamics models and apply scenario discovery to both models
simultaneously. Similarly, Pruyt and Kwakkel (2014) apply scenario
discovery to three models of radicalization processes, which
encapsulates three distinct mental models of how home grown
terrorists emerge.
Another shortcoming identiﬁed in the evaluative literature is that
scenario development processes have a tendency to overlook surprising
developments and discontinuities (van Notten et al., 2005; Goodwin
and Wright, 2010, Derbyshire and Wright, 2014). This might be at
least partly due to the fact that many intuitive logic approaches move
from a large set of relevant uncertain factors to a smaller set of drivers
or megatrends. The highly uncertain and high impact drivers form the
scenario logic. In this dimensionality reduction, interesting plausible
combinations of uncertain developments are lost. In contrast, scenario
discovery ﬁrst systematically explores the consequences of all the rele-
vant factors, and only then performs a dimensionality reduction in light
of the resulting outcomes — thus potentially identifying surprising
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approaches.
There is an emerging interest in the identiﬁcation of exemplar
scenarios from the large database of simulation model results. Scenario
discovery aims at summarizing the combination of uncertain factors
that jointly explain a particular type or class of outcome of interest.
This information can be of great relevance to decision-making.
However, there are situations where one wants to investigate a speciﬁc
simulation result in more detail. Lord et al. (2016) put forward an ap-
proach to assist in this scenario selection problem that can complement
scenario discovery. Similarly, Halim et al. (2015) put forward an optimi-
zation based worst-case scenario discovery approach. Comes et al.
(2015) discuss the scenario selection task in the context of time
sensitive decisions. Trutnevyte et al. (2016) highlight the importance
of scenario selection in the context of scenario discovery and call for
more research in this direction.
Another emerging topic is adaptive sampling, which was ﬁrst
suggested by Lempert et al. (2008) as being of potential relevance to
scenario discovery. A ﬁrst step towards investigating this is offered by
Pruyt and Islam (2016) and Islam and Pruyt (2015) who explore the
use of adaptive sampling to improve the diversity of types of model
behavior available in the dataset.
Various methodological developments have taken place since sce-
nario discovery was ﬁrst put forward. Dalal et al. (2013) suggest pre-
processing the input to scenario discovery using Principal Components
Analysis (PCA). This can help in identifying succinct descriptions of
the cases of interest if they are dependent on speciﬁc correlations be-
tween uncertain factors. They discuss in depth issues surrounding inter-
pretability in case of PCApreprocessing. Kwakkel et al. (2013) apply this
PCA-PRIM technique to a dataset of time series generated by a System
Dynamics simulation model of the copper system, but struggle with
the interpretability of the results. Kwakkel and Jaxa-Rozen (2016) in-
vestigate various alternative objective functions to better copewith het-
erogeneously typed input data and multivariate outcome variables.
Guivarch et al. (2016) investigate a modiﬁcation to PRIM pertaining
how it behaves in case an analyst is trying to ﬁnd multiple boxes in
the same data set. Parker et al. (2015) offers a ﬁrst investigation of the
interpretability of scenario discovery results by decision makers and
ﬁnd that decision makers are able to use scenario discovery results,
even if communicated purely quantitatively, for arriving at better deci-
sions that when given the same information in a probabilistic manner.
Hallegatte et al. (2015) use f-PRIM, an extension of PRIM, to perform au-
tomated scenario discovery.
In all methodological developments of scenario discovery in general
and with respect to PRIM in particular, however, the basic approach for
dealing with interpretability and accurate identiﬁcation of uncertain
factors has not been modiﬁed. That is, all these studies rely on the
analysts making a tradeoff between coverage, density, and number of
restricted uncertain factors, supported by resampling and quasi-p
values. This paper, in contrast, explicitly puts forward an alternative ap-
proach for handling the interpretability concern and the signiﬁcance
concern.
3. Method
In this section, we ﬁrst introduce PRIM and random forest, followed
by an outline of how we combine these two into a more sophisticated
version of PRIM based on random feature selection and bagging.
3.1. Prim
Before offering a detailed mathematical exposition of the algorithm,
we ﬁrst offer a high level visual outline of the algorithm. Fig. 1 offers this
visual explanation. The aim of PRIM is to ﬁnd a rectangular box that has
a high concentration of points of interest (denoted in red). We start
with a box that contains all the data points (top left axes in Fig. 1).Next, we consider removing a small slice of data along the top and bot-
tom, and left and right ((the grey shaded areas in axes in the second and
third rows in Fig. 1). This gives four candidate boxes. PRIMwill select the
one that results in the most increase on the objective function, which is
typically the mean of the data remaining. In this particular example,
removing along the top results in a higher concentration of red points,
so removing from the top is a better choice. Likewise, removing from
the top is better than either removing from the left or right. This results
in a new box Bl+1(shown in the bottom row on the left). Now the pro-
cedure is repeated until a user speciﬁed stopping condition is met.
In the mathematical description of PRIM below, we follow the
exposition as given by Friedman and Fisher (1999). Given a learning
set L¼fxi; yigN1 where y is some output variable, and Sj is the set of all
possible values for the input variable xj.
xi∈Sj
 n
j¼1 ð1Þ
Sj could be real values, discrete values, or categorical values. So, the
entire input domain S can be represented by the n-dimensional product
space
S ¼ S1  S2 ⋯ Sn ð2Þ
The goal of PRIM is to ﬁnd a subset R of the input domain S, so R⊂S,
for which the average valueY is substantially different from the average
over the entire domain. For interpretability, one would like to specify
the subset Rwith simple logical conditions, or rules, based on the values
of the individual input variables {xj}1n. That is, the subset R is the union of
a set of simple sub regions {Bk}1K. Bk is a box k within S:
Bk ¼ s1k  s2k ⋯ snk ð3Þ
where sjk is a subset of the possible values of input variable xj; so
{sjk⊆Sj}1n. A given box Bkis than described by the intersection of the
subsets of values of each input variables xj.
x∈Bk ¼ ∩
n
j¼1
xj∈sjk
  ð4Þ
in case of real or discretely valued input variables, the subsets are con-
tiguous sub-intervals:
sjk ¼ t−jk ; tþjk
h i
ð5Þ
in case of categorical valued input variables, sjk is any possible subset of
the categories Sj:
sjk⊂Sj ð6Þ
It is possible that the subset or sub interval sk for any variable j is
equal to the entire set or interval Sj, so sjk=Sj, inwhich case this variable
xj∈Sj can be omitted from the box deﬁnition. The box deﬁnition then
becomes
x∈Bk ¼ ∩
sjk≠S j
x j∈sjk
  ð7Þ
The input variables xj for which sjk≠Sj deﬁne the box Bk.
In order to ﬁnd a given box Bk, PRIM uses a lenient hill climbing op-
timization procedure. Following Friedman and Fisher (1999), we con-
sider here only the maximization case. The objective function of this
optimization procedure in the default version of PRIM is to maximize
YBk . That is, the average of yi in Bk.
PRIMuses a lenient optimization procedures based on recursive top-
down peeling, followed by bottom-up recursive pasting. An intuitive
understanding of peeling is that recursively a small slice from the top
or bottom of a given box is removed. Pasting is the converse procedure,
Fig. 1. Visual explanation of the PRIM algorithm.
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in Fig. 1, the optimization procedure starts with an initial box Bl that
covers all the data. Iteratively a small sub-box b within Bl is removed.
The algorithm ﬁrst identiﬁes all candidate boxes bj that are eligible for
removal. Next, Friedman and Fisher (1999) suggest several alternative
criteria that can be used to select the best box b⁎ from these. The sim-
plest criterion is to chose the box b⁎ that has the largest output mean
value for the new box resulting from removing b from B. However, in
case of heterogeneously typed data, this simple criterion is ﬂawed.
The average for a candidate box bj in case of real valued variable will
typically be based on more data points than for a categorical variable.
To correct for this, the mass has to be taken into consideration as well.
Friedman and Fisher (1999) therefore suggest a more lenient criterion
that could be used instead:
b ¼ arg max
b∈C bð Þ
ave yl xl∈Bl−bj½ −ave yl xl∈Blj½ 
βBl−βBl−b
ð8Þ
where the index l speciﬁes the current box Bl in the peeling trajectory,
and Bl−b is the box resulting from the removal of candidate sub-box
b from Bl. So, the more lenient criterion is to select a sub-box b⁎ by
looking at the change in the average divided by the change in the
mass. In the paper, this more lenient criterion is used. Kwakkel and
Jaxa-Rozen (2016) offer an in depth exploration of the impact of various
alternative objective functions and suggest that the more lenient func-
tion used here is a suitable function to use as a default.
Blþ1⟵Bl−b
 ð9Þ
Where the index l denotes the order of the box B in the peeling tra-
jectory (see below). This peeling procedure is repeated recursively on
each new smaller box until the mass of the box βBk falls below a user
speciﬁed threshold. The mass of the box is simply the number of data
points inside the box Bk divided by the total number of data points N.
This threshold is a user deﬁned parameter, and is in scenario discovery
typically selected through trial and error.
βBk ¼
1
N
XN
i¼1
1 xi∈Bkð Þ≤β0 ð10Þ
The results of this recursive peeling is a succession of boxes, where
each box is slightly smaller than the previous, has a slightly smaller
mass than the previous, and shows an increase on the objective func-
tion. This succession of boxes is called a peeling trajectory in scenario
discovery:
yl;βlf gL1 ð11Þ
Each candidate sub-box in C(b) is deﬁned by a single input variable
xj. In case of a real valued or discrete valued input variable, this variable
provides two candidate sub-boxes bj− and bj+. These two candidate
boxes border respectively the upper and lower boundary of the current
box B on the j-th input:
bj− ¼ xjxjbxj αð Þ
 
bjþ ¼ xjxjbxj 1−αð Þ
  ð12Þ
where xj(α) is the α-quantile of the values of xj within the current box,
and xj(1−α) is the (1−α)-quantile. The value for α is a user-deﬁned
parameter and typically quite small (0.05–0.1). This parameter
controls the leniency of the peeling for real valued and discrete valued
data.
In case of a categorical valued input variable, this variable provides a
number of candidate boxes. This number is equal to the cardinality of
the set of categories (i.e. |Sjk |) remaining in deﬁnition of the box B
minus one. So, in case of a categorical variable xj where |Sjk |=5, thenumber of candidate boxes contributed by this categorical variable
will be 4.
bjm ¼ xjxj ¼ sjm
 
; sjm∈Sjk ð13Þ
The PRIM algorithm results in a peeling trajectory. In the context of
scenario discovery, the analyst selects an appropriate box from this
peeling trajectory. For this, three criteria are used: coverage, density,
and interpretability. (Bryant and Lempert, 2010). Coverage is the frac-
tion of all the cases that are of interest that fall within a box. A coverage
of 1means that all of the cases of interest are contained in a given box. A
coverage of 0 means that none of the cases of interest are contained in
the box. Density is the fraction of cases within a box that is of interest.
A density of 1 means that all of the cases in the box are of interest. A
density of 0means that none of the cases in the box are cases of interest.
Interpretability is more difﬁcult to operationalize. One solution is to use
as a proxy the number of uncertain factors that make up a box
deﬁnition. By calculating coverage, density, and the number of
uncertain factors that make up the box deﬁnition for each candidate
box in the peeling trajectory, an analyst can make an informed choice
on which of the boxes from the peeling trajectory to use.
3.2. Random forest
Random forest is awell-establishedmachine learning technique that
can beused for both classiﬁcation and regression. It is an ensemble tech-
nique, where a set of simpler learners are combined to produce a single
much more powerful classiﬁer. The original version of random forest
used the CART algorithm (Breiman et al., 1984) for the simpler learners.
There are no principal reasons to not use other learners instead. Each
simple learner is trained on a random subset of the data and a random
subset of features.
3.2.1. Random feature selection
Drawing inspiration from the work of Dietterich (2000) on random
split selection, the work of Ho (1998) on the ‘random subspace’ tech-
nique, and the work of Amit and Geman (1997) who build decision
trees by randomly selecting a subset of features at each split in the
three, Breiman (2001) proposes to train learners based on randomly
selected features. Adopting the notation used for describing PRIM, the
idea is that at each split in the tree, a subset of k variables sk is randomly
selected, so {sk∈S}k=1k ⊂S, and the best split from this subset is used.
3.2.2. Bagging
Bagging or bootstrap aggregating is a technique ﬁrst proposed by
Breiman (1996) for generating several alternative versions of a predictor
and then combining them into a single aggregate predictor. In the typical-
ly case, a learning setL is used to train a predictorφ ðso φðx;LÞÞ. So in case
of PRIM, a given box Bk is such a predictor φ. Bootstrap aggregating is
then a procedure for generating repeated bootstrap samples fLðBÞg
from L and train a predictor on each of these samples: fφðx;LðBÞÞg.
The bootstrap samples are generated by drawing at random, but with
replacement, from L . Next these individual predictors have to be
combined to create the aggregate predictor φB. In case of numerical
values, one takes the average value over the predictors
φB xð Þ ¼ aveBφ x;L Bð Þ
 
ð14Þ
while in case of classiﬁcation, the individual classiﬁers vote to arrive at
φB(x). Bagging can be applied in combination with any predictor.
3.2.3. Interpretability
Random forests are known to be very effective classiﬁers, but the
exact rules that are being used in classiﬁcation are impenetrable. In
the context of scenario discovery, interpretability is key. Breiman
Table 1
The uncertain factors and their ranges (adapted from Bryant and Lempert, 2010).
Uncertain factor Range
Biofuel production costs 67–134 dollar per unit
Low-cost biomass supply 450–1000 millions of tons
Feedstock supply distribution 0–1
Biofuel yield 80–100 gal per ton
Oil supply elasticity 0.2–06
Transportation demand elasticity −0.2 to−0.8
Electricity co-product 0–2 kWh per gallon
Shift in oil supply curve −10–10% change
Biomass backstop price 90–200 $ per ton
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He suggests using the resulting ensemble for calculating the input vari-
able importance. Thismetric can be calculated by taking the out-off-bag
data, randomly permute the m-th input variable, and then run it
through the associated set of rules. This gives a set of predictions for
class membership, which by comparing it with the true label gives a
misclassiﬁcation rate. This misclassiﬁcation rate is the “percent increase
in misclassiﬁcation rate as compared to the out-of-bag rate” (Breiman,
2001). Based on this input variable importance score, a new classiﬁer
can be made which uses only the nmost important input variables, or,
slightly more sophisticated, one generates a series of boxes where
step-wise the n-th most important input variable is added to the train-
ing data.
3.3. Bagging random boxes
Having presented both PRIM and random forest, we can now outline
the modiﬁed PRIM procedure we are proposing.
1. Take a random bootstrap sample Lk from L , as discussed under
bagging
2. Select a random subset of variables on which to train PRIM; given
that PRIM is a patient rather than a greedy strategy, we use random
feature selection prior to training, rather than at each successive step
in the peeling procedure.
3. Train PRIM following the procedure outlined in Section 3.1
4. Asses the quality of the resulting box Bk usingL (see Breiman (1996)
on using the entire learning set L as a test set)
The outlined procedure will result in a single box Bk. Following the
bagging procedure, a number of these boxes can be generated, and
used as an aggregate predictor. However, this aggregate predictor will
have a black box character. That is, it is not trivial to specify the classiﬁ-
cation rules used by the aggregate predictor. Given the importance of
interpretability of the results of applying PRIM in a scenario discovery
context, this is a problem.
A ﬁrst approach for addressing the interpretability problem is to
apply the procedure suggested by Breiman (2001) in the context of ran-
dom forests. A second approach is suggested by Friedman and Fisher
(1999), where one would take the peeling trajectories of each of the in-
dividual boxes Bk and identify for each the trade-off between the mean
of the points inside the box and themass of the box. In a scenario discov-
ery context, this is adapted by looking at the trade-off between coverage
and density. Given a set of boxes, it is possible to identify the Pareto
front of all the peeling trajectories. Next, the analyst can inspect this
front and make an informed choice for a particular box on it. The result
of this procedure is that out of the ensemble of boxes that is being gen-
erated, only a single box is used. This single box is easily interpreted.
The presented random boxes approach can be used in combination
with recentmethodological advances on scenario discovery. The proce-
dure is compatible with PCA-PRIMDalal et al. (2013), can be adapted to
use any of the objective functions discussed by Kwakkel and Jaxa-Rozen
(2016), can be combined with f-PRIM (Hallegatte et al., 2015), and can
be used in combination with the suggested modiﬁcations for multiple
boxes of (Guivarch et al., 2016).
4. Results
In this section, we demonstrate the presented approach by applying
it to three cases. The ﬁrst case is the original case used by Bryant and
Lempert (2010) when they ﬁrst introduced scenario discovery. This
case contains only continuous uncertain factors. The second case is
based on the work of Rozenberg et al. (2013), where the standard sce-
nario discovery approach was used with discrete uncertain factors. As
the third case, we use the case of Hamarat et al. (2014). This case has
continuous, discrete, and categorical uncertain factors.We thus explicit-
ly are reusing cases that have been published before. This allows forcomparing the results of the presented approach with the original sce-
nario discovery approach.Moreover, bymoving from a relatively simple
caseswith homogenous data types to amore complex casewith hetero-
geneous data types, we get insight into the performance of both PRIM
and the random boxes approach for both.
In order to compare the performance of the new approach with the
results from a normal application of PRIM, we perform three analyses.
We randomly split the dataset into a training sample containing 60%
of the data and a test sample containing the remaining 40% of the
data. Next we train both the random boxes approach and normal prim
on the training data. We assess howwell the identiﬁed rules generalize
using the test data. We also include a normal prim analysis on all the
data. In the comparison, we will use coverage density trade off curves
(Bryant and Lempert, 2010).
4.1. Bryant & Lempert data
Bryant and Lempert (2010) demonstrated scenario discoveryusing a
renewable energy case that considers the potential impact of the so
called 25 by 25 policy on the development of greenhouse gas emissions
and economic costs. This 25 by 25 policy aims at 25% renewable sources
for electricity and motor fuels by 2025 in the United States. The aim of
applying scenario discovery to this case is to reveal the conditions
under which the 25 by 25 policy results in unacceptably high economic
costs. The dataset onwhich scenario discovery is being appliedwas gen-
erated using a simulationmodel (Toman et al., 2008) that calculates the
social costs given assumptions pertaining the performance of various
technologies and consumer behavior among others. Table 1 lists the 9
uncertain factors and their ranges that have been explored using a
Latin Hypercube sampling strategy. The resulting dataset as used both
here and in the original work of Bryant and Lempert (2010) contains
882 cases.
Fig. 2 shows the results of applying both normal PRIM and the ran-
dom boxes approach to the data. As can be seen, the random boxes ap-
proach performs better on the test data then the normal PRIM approach.
This suggests that the random boxes approach produces results that are
generalize better than the results from the normal PRIM procedure. For
comparison we also included the results of applying PRIM to the com-
plete dataset, as is normally done in scenario discovery. If we compare
the random boxes results with the normal PRIM results, we can draw
two important conclusions. First, the differences are quite small. Some
of the candidate boxes found using the random boxes approach are bet-
ter in terms of both coverage and density than results found through ap-
plying PRIM to the entire data set. This leads to a second point, the
common practice of applying PRIM to the entire dataset can result in
over ﬁtting. That is, in results that will not stand up to the inclusion of
additional data.
Table 2 shows the feature scores resulting from the random boxes
approach. This feature score is the misclassiﬁcation rate. So a feature
score of 0.2 means that if this uncertainty is randomly permuted on av-
erage 20% of the observations will be misclassiﬁed as a result. So, the
higher the score, the more important a given uncertain factor is in
predictingwhether a given experiment produces good or badoutcomes.
Fig. 2. Coverage versus density trade off curve for a normal PRIM on all data, a normal
PRIM on the test data, and the random boxes approach on the test data for the dataset
of Bryant and Lempert (2010).
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by Bryant and Lempert (2010) in their original application of scenario
discovery. The jump in feature score between cellulosic costs and elec-
tricity coproduction offers additional support for their choices.
A more detailed investigation of the results found using the random
boxes approach suggests that it produces results that are qualitatively
similar to those found in the original study of (Bryant and Lempert,
2010). That is, the randomboxes approach identiﬁes the same set of un-
certain factors as being jointly responsible for cases with high social
costs. The exact quantitative limits are somewhat different, explaining
the difference in performance in terms of coverage and density. The
same is true for the feature scoring approach.
4.2. Rozenberg data
Rozenberg et al. (2013) use scenario discovery for the bottomupde-
velopment of Shared Socio-economic Pathways (SSPs). The scientiﬁc
community in the context of climate change research has developed a
new set of scenarios. These are based on a combination of the level of ra-
diative forcing and plausible trajectories of future global developments.
The radiative forcing is described in reference concentration pathways
(RCP), while the trajectories for global development are described in
as shared socio-economic pathways (SSPs). Any given climate change
scenario is a combination of an RCP and an SSP. SSPs describe different
socioeconomic conditions, different vulnerabilities, and different green-
house gas emissions. The SSP's have been developed over the last fewTable 2
Feature scores.
Uncertain factor Feature score
Transportation demand elasticity 0.1998
Biomass backstop price 0.1204
Low-cost biomass supply 0.1157
Biofuel production costs 0.0703
Electricity coproduction 0.0339
Biofuel yield 0.0316
Shift in oil supply curve 0.0151
Feedstock supply distribution 0.0096
Oil supply elasticity 0.0082years following essentially a scenario logic approach. Rozenberg et al.
(2013) point out that such a top down approach to scenario develop-
ment might miss the most important driving forces for the different
SSPs. Hence, they suggest a bottom up, or backward, approach where
one ﬁrst identiﬁes a large set of potential drivers for challenges to adap-
tation and mitigation, followed by a simulation based exploration of
these drivers, and the subsequent a posteriori identiﬁcation of which
drivers matter when. This third stage relies on scenario discovery.
To demonstrate this bottom up approach, Rozenberg et al. (2013)
use the IMACLIM-R model (Sassi et al., 2010). This model projects the
long-term evolution of the global economy, given exogenous trends
such as population and other exogenous parameters such as annual im-
provement in energy efﬁciency. Themodel has a substantial set of exog-
enous parameters and trends that can be varied by a user. To manage
the potential combinatoric explosion, Rozenberg et al. (2013) group
these parameters into four groups, in line with the existing SSP litera-
ture. These groups are globalization, environmental stress, carbon de-
pendence and equity. Next the make alternative sets of internally
consistent assumptions for each of these groups. They perform a full fac-
torial analysis on these assumptions resulting in a set of 286 cases. The
model outcomes from these 286 cases are subsequently scored in
terms of challenges to mitigation and challenges to adaptation. To
mimic the existing SSP's, Rozenberg et al. (2013) impose a rule based
clustering of the cases such that a large majority of cases can uniquely
be assigned to represent on of ﬁve SSPs. Next, PRIM is used to discover
the key drivers for each of the ﬁve clusters. Here we only consider the
application the SSP 1.
We follow the same procedure as in the previous case. The results of
training PRIMon a training data set and testing its performance on a test
data set, the results from the random boxes approach, and the results of
applying PRIM to the entire dataset are shown in Fig. 3. As can be seen,
the performance of PRIM on the test data is poor. The random boxes ap-
proach performs substantially better, and is quite close the results found
by applying PRIM to the entire dataset. This again suggests that PRIM
can easily be overﬁtted, in particular when confronted with smaller
data sets.
We now compare the box deﬁnition as used in the original work
with the closest box in terms of coverage and density from both the ran-
dom boxes approach and normal PRIM on the test data. These boxes are
annotated in Fig. 3. The associated box deﬁnition and coverage andFig. 3. Coverage versus density trade off curve for a normal PRIM on all data, a normal
PRIM on the test data, and the random boxes approach on the test data for the dataset
of Rozenberg et al. (2013).
Table 3
Comparison of results.
Original
box
Closest for
random boxes
Closest for
test data
Coverage 0.71 Coverage 0.64 Coverage 0.57
Density 0.66 Density 0.60 Density 0.53
Range Box 1 Range Range
Behaviors 1 Inequalities 1 Behaviors 1
Inequalities 1 Inequalities 1
Population 0–1 Box 2 Range Population 0–1
Population 0–1
Behaviors 1
Technologies 1
Table 5
Speciﬁcation of the uncertainties to be explored.
Name Description
Economic
lifetime
The average lifetime of each energy generation technology
Learning curve The future performance increase of each energy generation
technology
Economic
growth
Six alternative economic growth scenarios are considered
Electriﬁcation
rate
The rate of electriﬁcation of the economy is explored by means
of six different electriﬁcation trends.
Physical limits The effect of physical limits on the penetration rate of a
technology is unknown. Two different behaviors are
considered.
Preference
weights
Investor perspectives on technology investments are treated as
being deeply uncertain. Growth potential, technological
familiarity, marginal investment costs and carbon abatement
are possible decision criteria.
(Battery) storage Storage of energy mainly in relation to sustainable energy
generation technologies
Time of nuclear
ban
A forced ban for nuclear energy in many EU countries is
expected between 2013 and 2050. The time of the nuclear ban
is varied between 2013 and 2050.
Price–demand
elasticity
The elasticity of demand to price changes
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between the random boxes approach and the other two are different.
Interestingly, the random boxes approach has two alternative box
deﬁnitions with the same coverage and density. The ﬁrst of these is
based on the inequalities factor, while the second is based on popula-
tion, behavior, and technologies. Apart from this last factor, the others
are also used in both normal PRIM and in PRIM on the test data. If we
dig deeper and also look at the feature scores, shown in Table 4, we
observe that the highest scoring features are in fact those three factors,
as also identiﬁed in the original paper.
Based on the results shown in Tables 3 and 4, we conclude that PRIM
is sensitive to overﬁtting. In case PRIM is overﬁtted, the identiﬁed box
deﬁnitionswill not hold up in light of newdata.Moreover, the identiﬁed
box limits can severely misrepresent the key uncertainties that truly
characterize the cases of interest.
4.3. Hamarat et al. data
Hamarat et al. (2014) use scenario discovery for developing an adap-
tive policy for steering the European energy system towards more sus-
tainable functioning. Their starting point is the current emission-trading
scheme (ETS). Using an integrated System Dynamics model of the sys-
tem, they explore the performance of ETS across a wide range of uncer-
tain factors. Next, scenario discovery is used to reveal combinations of
uncertain factors under which ETS perform poorly. In light of these vul-
nerabilities, a set of adaptive actions is added to complement the ETS
policy in order to improve the overall performance of the policy across
all the uncertain factors.
The simulation model that is used represents the EU energy system
including interconnections and congestion. The EU is split in seven
regions. Nine power generation technologies are included, ranging
from existing coal, gas and nuclear power generation, to gas and coal
in combination with carbon capture and storage, and up to sustainable
technologies such as solar and wind. The model outputs include the
fraction of renewables in the energy generation portfolio over time,
the average total costs of energy production, and the reduction of CO2
emissions. The behavior of the model for these outputs is explored
across 46 uncertain factors, a high level summary of which is given in
Table 5.We used a Latin hypercube and performed 10,000 experiments.
As can be seen, the uncertain factors are a mix of continuous variables,
integer variables, and categorical variables.Table 4
Feature scores.
Uncertain factor Feature score
Behaviors 0.2628
Population 0.1573
Inequalities 0.1369
Convergence 0.0822
Fossils 0.0486
Technologies 0.0465
Capital markets 0.0225We use the same approach as in the previous two cases. The results
are shown in Fig. 4. As can be seen, the random boxes peeling trajectory
dominates the normal PRIM on virtually all locations. This implies that
the random boxes approach is likely to produce candidate boxes that
are robust to new data. That is, the random boxes approach helps in
preventing the inclusion of spurious uncertainties in the box deﬁnition.
This ﬁgure also suggests that the normal PRIM procedure can get stuck
in a local optimum, conﬁrming the suggestionmade in the introduction
that PRIM can suffer from the usual defects of hill climbing optimization
procedures.
Next, we compare three boxes that are quite close in terms of cover-
age and density. These boxes are indicated in Fig. 4. The box suggested
by the random boxes approach represents a scenario where sustainable
energy technology rapidly improves. In contrast, the performance of
normal PRIM on the test data is abysmal. The box consists of 36 uncer-
tain factors, the majority of which are barely restricted. This indicatesFig. 4. Coverage versus density trade off curve for a normal PRIM on all data, a normal
PRIM on the test data, and the random boxes approach on the test data for the dataset
of Hamarat et al. (2013).
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tire dataset, we see a scenario, which is broadly consistent with the one
found using the random boxes approach. Here too, sustainable energy
technology advances rapidly, and has a long lifetime.
Table 6 shows the feature scores for each of the individual uncer-
tainties. The high scoring features largely correspond which those
found in both normal PRIM on the entire dataset and those found in
the random boxes approach. There are some subtle differences, for the
random boxes approach and normal PRIM select slightly different
factors from the high scoring features.
Based on the results of this third case study, we conclude that the
problem of overﬁtting is clearly present here. The results for normal
PRIMon the test data are very poor. The uncertain factors in the box def-
inition do not adequately explain the cases of interest. The random
boxes approach producesmuchbetter insight into the various uncertain
factors that characterize the cases of interest.
4.4. Synthesis of results
We compared the performance of normal PRIM ﬁtted to the entire
dataset, the performance of normal PRIM on a test data set, and the ran-
dom boxes approach. In each of the three cases, the random boxes ap-
proach is superior to the performance of normal PRIM on the test data
(Note that the test data and training data has been kept the same for
both). This suggests that normal PRIM is sensitive to overﬁtting and
that a random boxes approach can help in avoiding this. In this, it offers
an alternative to quasi-p values as suggested by Bryant and Lempert
(2010).
If we compare the randomboxes approach and normal PRIMapplied
to the entire dataset, we observe that the boxes selected in the original
work, and the closest box from the random boxes approach produce
broadly consistent results in all three cases. This implies that the
resampling statistics and quasi p-values suggested by Bryant and
Lempert (2010) are effective in addressing both the interpretability
concern as well as mitigate the risk of over ﬁtting.
Compared to normal PRIM, the random boxes approach produces
additional information through feature scoring. This is useful informa-
tion for it gives insight into the relative importance of the different un-
certain factors in predicting whether or not a given experiment
produces a case of interest.Moreover, this information can be used diag-
nostically. One can compare a given box deﬁnition to this list to checkTable 6
Feature scores for the 46 uncertainties.
Uncertain factor Feature score
SWITCH electriﬁcation rate 0.2058
SWITCH economic growth 0.2005
SWITCH physical limits 0.1685
Time of nuclear power plant ban 0.1496
Economic lifetime wind 0.1092
Progress ratio wind 0.0774
Progress ratio pv 0.0708
SWITCH interconnection capacity expansion 0.0666
SWITCH storage for intermittent supply 0.0665
Progress ratio nuclear 0.0607
Uncertainty initial gross fuel costs 0.0588
SWITCH preference carbon curve 0.0555
SWITCH low reserve margin price markup 0.0512
SWITCH carbon cap 0.0413
Weight factor technological familiarity 0.0399
Economic lifetime coal 0.0373
Economic lifetime pv 0.0363
Price demand elasticity factor 0.0358
Weight factor marginal investment costs 0.0348
Progress ratio gas 0.0346
SWITCH TGC obligation curve 0.0339
Economic lifetime nuclear 0.0328
SWITCH lookup curve TGC 0.0318
SWITCH carbon price determination 0.0317whether it uses the high scoring features. The function of the feature
scores as calculated by the random boxes approach serve a purpose
quite similar to the resampling statistics suggested by Bryant and
Lempert (2010). They are, however, quite different in several respect.
First, the resampling statistics apply only to a user-selected box, while
the feature scores are generic. Second, the resampling statics indicate
the fraction of boxes generated on a random subset of the data that
has essentially the same box limits as the user selected box. In contrast,
the feature scores percent increase in misclassiﬁcation rate if the given
uncertain factor is not included as part of a box deﬁnition.
There is another potential beneﬁt of the random boxes approach. In
Fig. 4, we see that the random boxes peeling trajectory and the peeling
trajectory of PRIM on thewhole data set track one another quite closely
at ﬁrst, but a large gap opens up in the top left corner, immediately after
the box selected in the original work. This gap might be indicative of
over training on part of normal PRIM. This interpretation is supported
by the fact that the performance of normal PRIM on the test data, also
performs poorly in the top left corner. This suggests that the random
boxes approach in conjunction with normal PRIM on the total dataset
might be of use in supporting the selection of a box from the peeling
trajectory that is less likely to be overﬁtted.
The analysis in this paper is based on three previously published
cases. Future works should test the efﬁcacy of the random boxes ap-
proach onmore cases in order to assesswhether this approach is always
useful or whether its efﬁcacy is case dependent. Given the success of
random forest, however, we speculate that the random boxes approach
will virtually always add value.
5. Conclusion
In this paper we explored a way of improving PRIM, which is the
dominant algorithm currently used for scenario discovery. When
using PRIM for scenario discovery, the analyst faces a twofold challenge.
First, the results should be interpretable by the analyst and communica-
ble to the client. Second, the results found by PRIM should by truly
predictive of the computational experiments of interest. In this paper,
we explored a new approach, which addresses these two challenges.
This new random boxes approach is inspired by random forest. A ran-
dom forest is a collection of Classiﬁcation and Regression Trees, where
each tree is trained on a random subset of the data, and where at each
split in the tree, a random subset of uncertain factors is considered.Uncertain factor Feature score
Investors desired excess capacity investment 0.0315
Economic lifetime hydro 0.0312
Progress ratio biomass 0.0284
Demand fuel price elasticity factor 0.0277
SWITCH market price determination 0.0274
Progress ratio ngcc 0.0274
Investment proportionality constant 0.0261
Economic lifetime gas 0.0261
Maximum battery storage uncertainty constant 0.0232
Starting construction time 0.0207
Economic lifetime igcc 0.0201
Price volatility global resource markets 0.0168
Year 0.0163
Maximum no storage penetration rate pv 0.0153
Economic lifetime ngcc 0.0149
Progress ratio coal 0.0144
Weight factor carbon abatement 0.0137
Progress ratio igcc 0.0112
Economic lifetime biomass 0.0094
Weight factor technological growth potential 0.0094
Progress ratio hydro 0.0083
Maximum no storage penetration rate wind 0.0083
Policy 0
Model 0
133J.H. Kwakkel, S.C. Cunningham / Technological Forecasting & Social Change 111 (2016) 124–134The predictions of the resulting trees are aggregated through a voting
system or by taking the average across the trees. Random forest outper-
forms individual trees. We adapted this approach by replacing CART
with PRIM, and train each instance of PRIM on a random subset of the
data and a random subset of the uncertain factors.
From our analysis of three previously published cases, we conclude
that the resulting randomboxes approach does indeed outperform indi-
vidual PRIM. In each of the three cases, the performance of PRIM on the
test data was dominated by the performance of the random boxes
results on the test data. That is, we have shown that it is possible to
improve on the results found through normal PRIM by adopting a ran-
dom boxes approach. We also have found that the resampling statistics
and quasi-p values suggested by Bryant and Lempert (2010) can be
used successfully to counteract the risk of overﬁtting. For the use of
PRIM in scenario discovery, together, this implies that users should at
a minimum always use and report the resampling statistics and quasi-
p values. When confronted with more complicated datasets with
heterogeneously typed uncertain factors, or with relatively small data
sets, the analysis could beneﬁt from the use of the random boxes
approach.
The presented random boxes approach addresses the interpretabili-
ty concern through both feature scores and the identiﬁcation of the Pa-
reto front. Feature scores can help in deciding to drop certain
uncertainties from the box deﬁnition, making interpretation easier.
The Pareto front peeling trajectory, which in our case dominated the
peeling trajectory of normal PRIM on the test data, helps in ﬁnding
high coverage high density boxes.
The random boxes approach addresses the risk of overftting in two
ways. First, the presented approach relies on training the random
boxes algorithm on a training data set, and assessing the adequacy of
the result through a test set. The resulting Pareto front in terms of
coverage and density thus only contains box deﬁnitions that have
generalized well on the test data. Second, the feature scores offer an
additional tool, in addition to quasi p-values, that analysts can use to
mitigate the risk of overﬁtting. Low scoring features should be excluded
from the deﬁnition of a given box.
There are several directions for future work. A ﬁrst direction is the
interpretability of the ensemble of random boxes. In this paper, we ad-
dressed this through feature scores and the Pareto front. This interpret-
ability concern also exists in case of random forest. A more thorough
analysis for how this is addressed in the literature on random forest
might reveal additional techniques that can be adapted to also work
with the random boxes approach.
In this paper, we explored a way of improving PRIM through ideas
derived from random forest. An alternative direction that could be
investigated is to assess the extent to which PRIM could be improved
by combining it with Adaboost (Freund and Schapire, 1997). Adaboost
is an alternative to random forest. Like random forest, Adaboost is an en-
semblemethod. In contrast to random forest, each ensemblemember is
generated based on reweighting the training data in light of the perfor-
mance of the previously trained classiﬁer. So, any observation that is
misclassiﬁed by the ﬁrst classiﬁer is weighted more heavily in training
the next classiﬁer. This approach can be adapted to PRIM in a relatively
straightforward manner.
Both combining Adaboost with PRIM and the random boxes ap-
proaches explored in this paper keep the peeling and pasting procedure
used in PRIM intact. There is no a priori reason why other optimization
procedures could not be used instead of the lenient hill climbing used by
PRIM. For example, the peeling trajectories shown in Fig. 4 suggest the
use of a multi-objective optimization procedure where this peeling tra-
jectory is identiﬁed directly by the algorithm, rather than emerging
from the route followed by the hill climbing optimization procedure.
That is, itmight be possible to perform scenario discovery by optimizing
coverage, density, and the number of restricted dimensions jointly
given box limits. These box limits would then be the decision variables
used in the optimization. This idea can be implemented relativelystraightforwardly using either simulated annealing or a genetic algo-
rithm. Such an approach to improving PRIM might be particularly ap-
pealing given the evidence provided in this paper about local optima.Acknowledgements
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